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Abstract

In the course of evaluating the DGE Quality Standard (QSt) for Catering in Institutions for Older People for the 13th Nutrition Report of the German Nutrition Society (DGE), a qualitative substudy was conducted – the results of which are being published for the first time. A total of 30 care facilities for older people from across Germany participated in the qualitative personal interviews (catering managers, nursing managers and residents’ representatives).

In DGE-certified care facilities the certification process up to auditing was evaluated in line with the QSt (certificate “Fit in Old Age”). The preparation phase for certification contains hurdles, e.g. in food selection and acceptance of meals, but it is possible to overcome these. There are indications that certification has a positive effect on catering quality. After certification benefits were seen in terms of food appreciation, staff qualifications, process optimization and competition advantages. Audited institutions recommend certification. Non-certified care facilities had reservations about how to implement the DGE-QSt.

Independently of certification, various challenges were identified for the institutions with regard to catering, e.g. staff shortages, catering budgets, time pressures, achieving a high level of satisfaction among residents. In terms of interface management between kitchen/housekeeping and nursing, problem areas were identified in day-to-day catering, but also specific success factors for cooperation and communication, including mutual respect and collaboration. The results of the study are intended to form the basis for further development of the QSt.
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Introduction

In the 13th Nutrition Report by the German Nutrition Society (DGE) the DGE Quality Standard (QSt) for Catering in Institutions for Older People, which was developed in 2009 in the course of the national action plan “IN FORM – Germany’s initiative for healthy eating and exercise”, was evaluated for the first time [1]. The basic goal was to establish the scope, acceptance, suitability and implementation of the DGE-QSt and its effects. A mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods was used. The nationwide survey incorporated 4 pillars with various quantitative and qualitative instruments (Figure 1).

The fourth pillar – the qualitative approach – will be explained in detail in the following article.

Methodology/design of the qualitative study

In the fourth pillar, personal qualitative interviews were conducted in 30 institutions for older people. The qualitative research [2–4] is intended to enable consideration of additional viewpoints on catering practices in such care facilities: the goal was to go deeper and discover the background and views of various involved parties (Figure 2).
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The study focused on comparing the situation in DGE-certified and non-certified care facilities and the DGE certification process itself.

The goal of this qualitative sub-study was to evaluate the following aspects:
1. the certification process for the achievement of the DGE-QSt
2. the effects and benefits of the DGE-QSt in care facilities with DGE certification
3. the catering situation with regard to communication, everyday challenges and the wishes and satisfaction of residents.

Guideline-supported interviews were conducted in 15 care facilities which had been awarded the DGE certificate “Fit in Old Age” (“Fit im Alter”) and in 15 non-certified facilities. The interview guideline was subjected to pre-testing in advance. In each institution separate interviews were conducted with the nursing manager (NM), the catering manager (CM) and a residents’ representative (RR). These were recorded on a digital dictation machine. In one care facility transcripts had to be used since the recording of conversations was prohibited. A period of 45 minutes was scheduled for each individual discussion. In addition, the facility directors of every institution completed a standardized questionnaire on the structure of the facility for the purpose of characterizing the institution. The visits also included a tour of the dining area during a meal with residents’ representatives; this gave interviewers the opportunity to gain a personal impression of the care facility beyond the interviews themselves.

For evaluation all the interviews were transcribed in a simple transcription system using the software program F4, structural analysis was done using MAXQDA 10 in line with qualitative content analysis according to Mayring [4] and the results summarized.

**Selected results of the qualitative study**

**DGE certification**

The majority of the certified institutions were certified on the basis of the “Fit in Old Age” certificate, two institutions held “Fit in Old Age PREMIUM” certificates which also include assessment of the nutritional science and home economics.

---

1 The interviews were conducted by two persons holding university qualifications in nutritional science and home economics.
The certification process in all institutions was conducted as shown in Figure 3.

The motivation for obtaining certification came mainly from household and kitchen management, the operator or the facility director. The funding for certification sometimes required an extra budget from the funder or the facility. The DGE-QSt was in most cases introduced separately by the housekeeping or kitchen and only partly incorporated into the internal quality management system of the facility or the internal nutritional management.

Evaluations of the catering managers: kitchen/housekeeping management
The preparation period was between 6 months and one year. Preparatory tasks in the kitchen included constant adjustment of menu plans and purchasing, and improvement of recipes. Other preparations were process changes, less frequently new purchases and the recruitment of new nutrition specialists. The CMs integrated and instructed to some extent the nursing staff and the residents. In this preparation period CMs used some DGE advisory information in the form of DGE seminars, in-house training or individual consultations. For some of the CMs the initial consultation and information pack was sufficient preparation for the audit. In terms of implementation the CMs mentioned various hurdles which are presented below.

On the one hand these related to the food choices required by the DGE-QSt.

CM (ZM11): “Well it was certainly a long process that wasn’t easy, I would say that. But we are actually glad we implemented it. It works”

CM (ZM21): “When we started with DGE initially of course it was a case of: For goodness’ sake, at our age we don’t want to have to eat grain anymore! Then we did various projects with cook apprentices and we looked to see where we could, well, where we could incorporate healthy and important foods so that the residents could actually enjoy them. So, about a year ago now we introduced a snack, so there is, for instance, a buttermilk drink which it’s really easy to puree fresh fruit into - everyone can chew and swallow that; we put whole grain into the soup now for instance in the form of spelt dumplings, oat dumplings, if it’s finely milled and it it’s soft, it is a bit of a challenge, fulfilling these criteria for certification and still keeping the residents happy. [...] What is also
more difficult, particularly in the old people's center here, is the raw products, uncooked foods. [...], because they can't chew them so well.”

Residents’ acceptance of the DGE-certified menu lines was achieved step by step over time and was incorporated into the certification process itself.

CM (ZNWR41): “Well, I personally started here in the nursing home gradually [...] so by writing down whole meal pasta and whole rice. [...] Or I made sure that there was always fruit in the mornings [...]. Or [...] changing the fish day so there was fish on two days. [...] Just so that it isn’t so hard when it gets started. So that the residents can get used to it and we can too.”

In addition, the adjustment of working processes caused some problems.

CM (ZNWR1): “One major challenge was keeping to the time limits for keeping food warm. It was mostly ok before, but some dishes are just more complicated, so we needed more time. There the challenge was really changing the attitude of the chefs. We actually organized the shifts so that it just wasn’t possible for them to start cooking before 8:30/9:00.”

The initial audit went as expected for the kitchen/housekeeping in all cases. The auditors were described by the CMs as diligent and practical-oriented. Unexpected situations arose in isolated cases due to enquiries about recipes and incorrect implementation of work instructions by staff. After the initial audit was passed, improvement measures were very often necessary before the subsequent audit, e.g. adjustment of the frequency of foods, creation of breakfast and evening meal menu cards with the DGE-certified menu line, further training of staff and informing of residents. The care facilities affected reported that the subsequent audits went smoothly. In all cases only the CM was familiar with the audit report and those respondents described the audit report as both clear and understandable.

CM (ZO21): “Well the audit report itself was written so that anyone could understand it. [...] The schedule of measures that went with it was good because we ourselves could define the action plan. [...] Yes, in terms of the certification process it was very transparent, a very pragmatic process.” CM (ZM21) stated that the criticisms and establishments in the audit report were “discussed in a final meeting very logically and clearly.”

Evaluations of the nursing managers

Due to lack of communication or involvement of nursing staff in DGE certification, this group was not able to contribute much in the way of experience.

Preparation was limited to optimizing the quality of “living environment” in the lounge areas. The few NM involved evaluated the audit situation as cooperative. Improvement measures involved revision of the nutrition biography in only one case.

Few institutions linked the DGE-QSt to the quality management system. One NM was planning to link the DGE-QSt with the DNQP Standard on Nutrition Management [DNQP = German Network for Quality Development in the Care System] [6]:

NM (NS32): “[...] Well we are doing that, we are in the middle of it now, [...] revising [...] a new catering management concept.”

The vast majority of nursing managers saw a basic opportunity in the linking of the DNQP Expert Standard on Nutrition Management with the DGE-QSt, but voiced doubts about feasibility.

NM (NO32): “[...] Yes that would probably be not too bad if that was stipulated, [...] because nutrition does play a major role.”

NM (ZN12): “Well [...] the two do go well together and of course it can be incorporated into the nursing routine. [...] It’s just that for me of course the wishes of the residents are what counts.”

NM (ZO12): “[...] the nutrition management standard itself tells me I should just try and do something positive for the resident, so to be able to offer him oral nutrition or food and drink that gives him sufficient nutrients and that he likes. I just see the points of conflict in terms of standards [...] with the topic of dementia. [...] I don’t want to be constantly confronted with the subject of healthy eating. Well it is an important issue, but it is often overemphasized. The fact that there is a healthy nutritional balance on offer, we are agreed on that and [...] that the food is also varied. So then there should be a perfectly normal attitude to food and drink.”

NM (NO42): “[...] Here I can well imagine that implementation will be complicated in practice and create a lot of fuss, because everything has to be documented. [...] But the implementation, when I see the care staff, everything they would have to plan and that would be more work I think.”

One NM from a certified care facility rejected the linking of the two standards.

NM (Z022): “No, I wouldn’t see it that way because as I said, first of all it is all on a voluntary basis and we have found that, for instance, especially with “Fit in Old Age” this menu line, the lunches are actually very popular, but with the other meals it is all to do with the fact that the products offered are not actually very suitable or popular with the old people. [...] there are products there that the elderly just can’t eat due to their consistency.”

As a hurdle to implementation of the DGE-QSt, the NMs often mentioned the difficulty of coordinating the demands of a catering standard with the individual wishes of the residents as regards their taste preferences and the necessary consistency of the food (e.g. in the case of raw vegetables, whole grain, meat).

NM (ZO22): “It’s these grain products, so some sort of added grain in salads, in bread, on the rolls, on whole meal rolls, or whatever. They [the residents] can have quite a problem there if, for instance, their dentures don’t fit...
so well or they don’t have any dentures. But it’s also the products that are on offer, like plain whey and the taste is just not something that appeals to residents. So there are products here that they just don’t like or that they really can’t chew.”

Changes in the eating habits of residents also play a role:
NM (ZN22): “It used to be that these were just offered to whoever wanted them, whole foods, so grains, and then there were residents that had got used to eating these grains. [...] Or crisp bread. In the afternoons there was also crisp bread. They kept that too. Some people do eat crisp bread because they like it now.”

Evaluations of residents’ representatives
The residents and their representatives were generally unaware of the DGE certificate or they hadn’t really taken note of it. Or although a sign at the entrance or a “Fit in Old Age” symbol on the menu had been noticed, the following comment was made:
RR (ZNWR13): “I don’t think they really notice that. [...] They are well and they are happy [...]. A symbol like that doesn’t really have any value to them.”

Effect and benefit of DGE certification
Certification can have an effect both internally and externally.
Internal benefits mentioned by both the CMs and the NMs were improvements in the quality of processes and results and a greater choice of food. The facility director (ZN15) pointed out: “[...] [that] the whole production process in the kitchen, even knowledge of the products and production, is considerably improved.”
NM (ZN22): “The meal situation has changed because the staff is trained, they are all sensitized by this training. So that the situation at lunch, in general at mealtimes, is dealt with so sensitively that it becomes a highlight for the residents. So, the fact that it is not just a case of clean, dry, fat. This should be within a particular framework and it should be recognizable through the quality afterwards.”
Receipt of DGE certification signaled greater respect for staff.
CM (ZNWR41): “[The employees are] proud of what they have done, [...] it has something to do with recognition, [...] we have achieved this now, that was also down to our efforts.”
CM (ZNWR11): “So that means that status was already high and the fact that we managed to put a project like this into effect [...] that just means that it got a little higher.”

NM (ZO22) mentioned positive effects on multidisciplinary teamwork: “It has intensified cooperation with the kitchen a bit, [...] the fact that the dietitians are consulted, that even the staff recording nutritional requirements get involved and offer explanations if someone really has no idea about it [the DGE menu line].”

There were isolated reports of positive health benefits on residents; NM (ZN22): “[...] so before certification everyone just ate what they liked and what they wanted. And [...] during certification they got food with ideal nutrients and residents stopped gained weight, they spent less time in hospital. That is what we noticed. And their skin too, they didn’t get severe bedsores.”

On the subject of other health-conscious residents who voluntarily selected the “Fit in Old Age” options, CM (ZM11) said: “She feels fitter since she has been eating this. [...] One lady is totally delighted [...] and for one lady it has also lowered her cholesterol levels.”

In around half of the certified care facilities DGE certification had no internal effects. Two main reasons were stated for this: a previous high standard of catering and non-standard implementation of the DGE-QSI after passing the initial audit.
CM (ZN41): “[...] not much has changed for us. We already had high standards. So we had a lot already, we already had a lot of the stuff that was specified in there. That’s why there wasn’t much that was new for us.”
NM (ZN12): “[...] are criteria that have to be fulfilled to get the certificate. And they were fulfilled for a while and then somehow it has all fallen by the wayside again. And I think that I should try to carry it on.”

There were various evaluations as to a change in resident satisfaction due to DGE certification. In isolated cases there were more complaints, e.g. NM (ZN22): “The residents’ advisory board wasn’t that pleased with the certification, PREMIUM certification, because they say then it is standardized. [...] Now they have got used to it, because we have the normal certificate, now this works too. [...] they actually complain more.”

The relevant RR (ZN23): “I was quite critical at first, but it has actually worked quite well and it has been well accepted too.” Most of the respondents reported an unchanged level of satisfaction, e.g. CM (ZN31): “The residents are still satisfied. [...] Because there was already a wide range of foods beforehand.” The RR from the same facility commented (ZN33): “Yes, there is even more fruit offered now.” On the subject of the DGE logo, the RR stated (ZN23): “Yes, I would say we have deserved it. That it’s justified.”

As regards the catering budget there were different assessments among the CMs interviewed.
CM (ZN31): “Well the whole DGE concept, if you want to implement it like this, or you have to, it is definitely more expensive in the end. You certainly need more, you have to have more money available. [...] previously it was €4.40 to €4.60 and now it is at €5.00. So, 30 to 40 Cents have been added on top, [...] because this implementation was more cost intensive than I had imagined.”
CM (ZNWR21): “We have a bit more wastage. [...] But at the end of the day it is manageable [...] But as long as we can manage with the budget we will do it like this. Well, I would say that we
could save money elsewhere [...]."
CM (ZN21): “This created a great deal of food wastage because they [the residents] just didn’t eat it.”

External effects were seen or expected with regard to marketing, competition and image as a result of publicity work. Facility director (ZM15): “When the home has a seal like this and fulfills the DGE standard, then it is facing up to the external requirements, representing to the outside in a consumer-oriented or customer-oriented way, that it has a special marketing feature with its catering. And this external presentation is extremely important for marketing the company. Since we have had good food and a certified restaurant we have been advertising that very intensely. [...] If the food is excellent and there is a lot going on in terms of catering, there is a great atmosphere, there are lots of events. Food is also just pleasure and joie de vivre and quality of life. If that is there, then it brings a good reputation and a better occupancy rate in the home.”
In terms of advertising benefits CM (ZNWR21) stressed that: “And for us it is also an advertising advantage [...] because we have competitors.”
For NM (ZO22) the DGE logo meant “a little unique feature to the outside.”
CM (ZO21) stated: “that you can make a different impression in advertising material in comparison to other customer areas, you can make a totally different offer. That is noticeable. That is a goal too in the end, to be able to present a broader range on the market.”

As far as the food control agencies and Health Insurance Medical Service (Medizinischer Dienst der Krankenversicherung [MDK]) is concerned, there were no effects on inspections in the audited institutions. CM (ZNWR21): “The MDK noted it, but that was all.”

Rejection of DGE certification by catering managers and nursing managers

All catering managers recommended the DGE-QSt “Fit in Old Age” because processes were optimized and greater value was placed on healthy eating. Implementation of “Fit in Old Age PREMIUM” certification was however seen as difficult and not recommended. Collaboration with the German Nutrition Society (DGE) was predominantly seen as positive. For interested parties CM (ZNRW21) recommended: “[...] I would always [...] have a look with the checklist first: Where are we now? Where is there a lot of work still required? Then I would tackle that first and then I would look and say: Okay, we can do that in the year now.”
CM (ZO21) drew the following conclusion: “It [has] boosted the kitchen in every respect. [...] in terms of offer features, that you can make a better impression on the market. On the other hand our employees also have a far greater wealth of experience [...] and [...] in terms of work procedures, technical matters and also [...] to the outside that certainly has its benefits. It was definitely a positive decision.” CM (ZNWR11) said of the focus on nutrition: “awareness of nutrition was brought to the forefront of the mind. [...] it was simply given a higher status.”
All but one NM recommended achieving certification because even with the DGE-QSt residents’ wishes could be fulfilled through options. In addition, the quality of processes and results were improved which could be used for external advertising.
The effort involved in maintaining DGE certification was described by one NM (ZNWR52) as “relatively little effort.” Another NM (ZO22) expressed the wish “that they [the DGE] would bring it much more into the public eye, that it would be in the media. Then we would also get something out of it.”

Rejection of DGE certification

The 15 non-certified institutions for older people were asked about the barriers to achieving DGE-QSt certification. The general reason given against certification was an unfavorable cost–benefit ratio, good occupancy rates in the facility and the fact that other certificates were held.
NM (NM22) commented that: A certificate “should be a quality feature and that should be rewarded as such [from the nursing insurance funds] because it does cost money.”

The view of catering managers

Almost half the CMs from non-certified care facilities knew the content of the DGE-QSt and most described partial implementation. They identified a discrepancy between the required choices and frequencies of foods and the wishes of residents; insurmountable costs and difficulties with integration into existing work processes, particularly in the case of external meal deliveries.
CM (NN21): “And in my opinion certification is not practical. You are so restricted in what you can offer residents. That is what I feel, that [...] the individual needs of residents are paid too little attention.”

Criticism of the choice of foods was expressed by one CM (NNWR21): “In my opinion [...] the whole grain requirements set by the DGE, so the fiber proportion, is very theoretical and not possible in practice. [...] what we offer here is simply not accepted [...] the quantity of salads and raw vegetables that we offer here that we just end up throwing away, that is sad. The clientele that we have here just can’t cope with that type of food. So, you can offer as much millet and spelt and whole meal flour and dark rice as you want, it will be criticized every time. We don’t even put it on [the menu] anymore. [...] if you want to get the seal you have to work with these menus [...] I find that very difficult [...]”
Some operators are not prepared to bear the costs of certification. CM (NS21): “Everything that costs money in these matters is avoided.”
Organizational hurdles set by external service providers were mentioned by CM (NNWR11): “[...] one item in the standard is staff planning, interfaces and the like. [...] but for this concept that is very difficult to imple-
Catering is a joint task with separate responsibilities between the sectors of nursing and kitchen/housekeeping. Good cooperation is needed to ensure that the required process and resultant quality is achieved. In terms of interface management there were no significant differences between certified and non-certified institutions.

In most cases there was a clear distinction of tasks between nursing and kitchen/housekeeping as regards the catering. The kitchen or housekeeping was generally responsible for menu planning, preparation and distribution. The nursing staff assumed direct responsibility for supporting the residents and for documenting the nursing care, including food preference notes. In small care facilities or establishments with a joint living concept the housekeeping staff on hand frequently also assumed responsibility for food preference notes and documentation as well as service.

Although in the interviews the good collaboration between kitchen and nursing was always mentioned explicitly, there were indications of difficulties between the interface partners (kitchen, housekeeping, service, nursing). The following issues were mentioned specifically:

1. Appreciation and hierarchy
Within the traditional hierarchical structures, the nursing sector considered itself superior. NM (ZNRW52): “One thing that still happens, sometimes it’s a little as if [the] nursing [sector] thinks ‘We don’t need to be told anything...’”

The view of nursing managers
In the group of nursing managers, non-awareness of the DGE-QSt dominated. Their focus was self-determination of residents and they saw less benefit in a QSt. The majority had reservations about DGE certification because of the difficulties in standardizing residents’ wishes. NM (NO12): “Yes, because I think we should just admit that that would mean more work than benefit.”

Another misgiving was expressed by NM (NO22): “That you have to do even more documentation. [...] And that that would mean more work than benefit.” A small proportion of respondents expected a certificate to offer the benefit of positive effects on catering quality with the possibility of external presentation, because according to one NM (NS12): “[...] it is an issue that is of interest to the relatives.”

The view of the residents
Only a few of the residents’ representatives commented on certification in line with the DGE-QSt. For RR (NS33) it is “not important.” The skeptical attitude of the RR (NO33): “Well I don’t know if there is any point. Look, everybody here has dementia. There are only about two or three left who can still think a bit. The others can’t really understand [...] what a certificate is supposed to be for.”

The positive opinion of the RR (NO13): “In my view it certainly can. So I would even defend it, because it had a positive impression of the catering there.”

RR (NRRW33): “I would certainly value that, but actually I wouldn’t know what could be done differently here.” The effect on relatives was mentioned by RR (NN33): “The [certificate] wouldn’t be a bad idea [...] when the relatives go on holiday they bring them here and they like it.”

Challenges in day-to-day catering
General challenges
All interviewees from kitchen and housekeeping and the nursing managers were asked about the general challenges of everyday working life. A few residents also talked about this and, without prompting, mentioned challenges for the kitchens and nursing staff. In general, these comments were similar, regardless of DGE certification.

The following topics were mentioned as challenges for kitchens and housekeeping:
- the catering budget,
- staff problems,
- volume of work and time management,
- resident satisfaction,
- spatial conditions and kitchen equipment and
- implementation of legal requirements (esp. hygiene).

Challenges for nursing staff were:
- staff shortages, the associated volume of work and time management.
- Furthermore, the budget, nutrition management, special dietary requirements and food hygiene when residents were involved also presented problems in day-to-day working life.
- The residents’ representatives could see the following challenges in the care facilities: staff shortages, e.g. in conjunction with delay of mealtimes, and limited choice of food due to catering budgets. Besides these general challenges, interface management of the involved parties is also of great importance with regard to food and drink. This topic is tackled in more detail below.

Challenges at the interfaces between kitchen and nursing
Catering is a joint task with separate responsibilities between the sectors of nursing and kitchen/housekeeping. Good cooperation is needed to ensure that the required process and resultant quality is achieved. In terms of interface management there were no significant differences between certified and non-certified institutions.
Success factors for resident-oriented catering

The qualitative analysis enabled identification of the success factors listed in • Overview 1 for problem-free cooperation between housekeeping, kitchen, service and nursing. These were independent of DGE certification.

Respect and understanding

Important success factors to be mentioned are mutual respect and an understanding for the tasks of interface partners as well as collaboration “on an equal footing”. The role model function of management staff is also relevant here.

NM (NNRW22): “Because luckily we don’t have that absolutely classic hierarchical structure here. Because here lots of the nursing staff regularly pop into the kitchen so that both sides get to know each other. [...] that the nursing staff also listen to the housekeeping staff and also show an interest in other things that involve the residents.”

CM (ZO11): “[…] there is the management meeting once a week. By now it is a group where everyone gets on quite well together. It really does have to work.”

Employment of nutrition specialists

All the certified care facilities except one had a nutrition specialist; in the non-certified facilities on the other hand this was only in approx. 1/3 of the cases. This term includes scientists “nutrition and home economics”, dietitians and chefs with dietary training. CMs linked the availability of good collaboration: spoken communication (e.g. telephone calls) was used predominantly for rapid solution of problems. The written documentation (e.g. in the form of handbooks, concepts and forms) established a formal common basis. Regular management meetings with all sectors create structures which enable trustful collaboration. The following statements illustrate this.

CM (ZNW51): “Due to application of the quality handbook we have, the whole thing is quite close.”

NM (NO12): “We have forms that are always used in the case of change requests.”

CM (ZN21): “We have a specific book […] for important matters.”

CM (NS31): “So we try to work with notes a lot too here […], so that we do stick to certain structures.”

CM (NS31): “So as I said, I do think that we work together very, very well and I also think that with the Thursday meetings, where all the sectors from the whole facility are there, so whether it is nursing, daycare, kitchen, we don’t let anything fester, we just say ‘We didn’t think much of that and how can we do it differently?’”

Communication

Constant communication between the sectors was the essential component of good collaboration: spoken communication (e.g. telephone calls) was used predominantly for rapid resolution of problems. The written documentation (e.g. in the form of handbooks, concepts and forms) established a formal common basis. Regular management meetings with all sectors create structures which enable trustful collaboration. The following statements illustrate this.

CM (ZNW51): “Due to application of the quality handbook we have, the whole thing is quite close.”

NM (NO12): “We have forms that are always used in the case of change requests.”

CM (ZN21): “We have a specific book […] for important matters.”

CM (NS31): “So we try to work with notes a lot too here […], so that we do stick to certain structures.”

CM (NS31): “So as I said, I do think that we work together very, very well and I also think that with the Thursday meetings, where all the sectors from the whole facility are there, so whether it is nursing, daycare, kitchen, we don’t let anything fester, we just say ‘We didn’t think much of that and how can we do it differently?’”

CM (ZO11): “[…] there is the management meeting once a week. By now it is a group where everyone gets on quite well together. It really does have to work.”

Overview 1 for resident-oriented catering

• develop mutual respect and understanding
• establish regular communication
• employ nutrition specialists
• implement a multidisciplinary nutrition team
• ensure continuous and advanced training
• use common nursing documentation
• regular meetings with residents’ representatives
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of nutrition specialists to professional respect for nutrition.
CM (ZNRW21): “Because of the fact that we also have our dietitians, the kitchen manager also used to be a dietitian. I have advertised them like that deliberately because we just think that is important, nutrition.”
CM (NN21): “We have a catalogue for every six months, where every staff member can pick out training courses.”
CM (NN21): “Because the operator […] developed a training concept, which is extensive, and which isn’t limited to nutrition.”

**Joint use of nutrition documentation**
The nursing documentation can be used as a source of information for all work areas for resident-oriented catering because here, among other things, food preference forms, nutrition status, residents’ wishes and their individual eating and drinking habits are documented.
CM (ZN21): “[…] some things are also stored on the PC. Because everyone has to document every resident. […] so you can always read up about the resident’s condition at any time. So, there are food preference notes […] what they liked before they came to us.”
NM (ZNRW52): “And for about 6 months now the system has been that all housekeeping staff also have access to electronic nursing documentation and also write to this nursing documentation; weekly reports on eating and drinking behavior of the residents. And since then it has been a bit better.”
CM (ZNRW51): “Nutrition reports must be kept jointly by housekeeping and nursing. And when they come to the kitchen I assess them and then that all goes back to the nursing staff so that they know what measures have worked, how it is to go on.”

**Discussion**

**Limitations**
A sample of 30 care facilities was selected for the qualitative staff survey (15 certified and 15 non-certified). The focus was on evaluating the certification process from various viewpoints by CMs, NMs and RRs. In the case of the non-certified institutions the sample is not representative; positive selection must be assumed in the sample: Almost all the non-certified participants were convinced that there was a high level of catering quality within their care facility. It can therefore be assumed that the differences between certified and non-certified care facilities are actually greater than established here. For the certified facilities a larger proportion (15 of 34) of the affected care facilities could be reached. In the region East there was less readiness to participate on the part of certified care facilities. In principle the following should be noted about the groups of discussion participants:
The catering managers were generally very informative and some actually used the DGE-QSt to prepare themselves for the interview, even though this was not intended. They appeared enthusiastic and interested.
The nursing managers mostly seemed less motivated in the personal interviews, sometimes the interviews were delegated to deputies or in one case an agreed interview.
appointment was not kept. Often the NMs did not see themselves as responsible for catering at all.

The residents’ representatives were sometimes not able to concentrate fully during the interview, depending on their health status. This affected the length of the interview and the usable content of the discussion. In addition, a relatively high level of subjectivity should be assumed since most of the residents were no longer able to talk in the abstract, i.e. to report the opinion of the group. This affected the proportion of comments from this viewpoint. For the residents the subject of food and drink and the quality of the catering was of great significance for their quality of life.

Overall each of the discussion participants contributed their own focus to the subject of catering which, despite the standardized interview guidelines, had a major impact on the interviews. A few directors of care facilities took the time for an interview; this was not originally planned. These interviews were taken into consideration in the interests of balance.

In an academic context there are no other qualitative studies which could be discussed as possible comparisons. This substudy recorded the various perspectives of the care facilities for the first time.

Conclusions and derived recommendations

These results clearly show the efforts of the care facilities involved to achieve a high level of catering quality and a high level of resident satisfaction.

DGE certified institutions were able to show that they had nutrition specialists, regular training and advance training in nutrition and an intense focus on providing catering for residents with ideal sensory characteristics and nutritional physiological aspects. The certification process can improve internal processes since preparation for certification necessitates an analysis of their own work. It was shown that the certified institutions were more active than the non-certified ones even in the fields outside the actual requirements of the standard (e.g. appropriate food consistency, use of aids).

The certification process was judged positively and initial hurdles could be overcome. All certified institutions recommend certification on the basis of the DGE.

The following recommendations can also be derived for catering-service and application of the QSt:

• There is potential in the interface management between catering and nursing care: this is a joint task with separate responsibilities.
• There is potential in the implementation of a multidisciplinary nutrition team or a nutrition representative.
• There is potential in the internal and external communication of “Fit in Old Age” certification.
• The benefit of the QSt for the care facility should be more clearly communicated, since often no benefit was seen.
• Promoting awareness of the DGE-QSt, particularly amongst nursing managers, could increase the number of certifications.
• The aim of the QSt to enable residents to choose from a health-promoting range of food – taking account of their individual needs –, could be communicated more clearly (certification of range).
• The current DNQP Expert Standard establishes a link to the DGE-QSt in connection with a concept for nutritional care [6, p. 32]. Implementation could lead to added value for residents’ quality of life and a linking of theQM activities in the care facilities.
• Implementation of the DGE-QSt could be supported if the content of obligatory quality tests by the MDK were taken into consideration. According to the current MDK quality testing guidelines the DNQP Expert Standard is considered a “preemptive expert report.”

These are “used as benchmarks to evaluate the current status of expertise in medical nursing care,” even if there is no legal obligation for this [7].

These results could be supplemented by further local studies. Future studies could help establish what effect DGE certification (certification of range) has, for instance, on nutrition status and residents’ quality of life.
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